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Abstract
Introduction: Diabetes mellitus is one of the metabolic disorders that have multi-factorial pathogenesis. Diabetes is a chief
public health issue being suffered by 415 million adults (aged 20-79 years) worldwide as evidenced in 2015. Evidence from
the studies recommends that environmental contaminants including insecticides might play a significant role in diabetic
pathogenesis. The present study aims to evaluate the relation between OP applicators and incidence of type 2 diabetes
mellitus (T2DM). Methods: The study was conducted in 19 rural health centers of Theni District, Tamil Nadu in India. A
total of 102 pesticide applicators were recruited for the study. History of occupational pesticide applicators was collected
by using questionnaires and HbA1c levels (>6.5%) in pesticide applicators were confirmed as diabetic. Result: Among
the pesticide applicators, the prevalence of diabetes was found to be 39(38.24%) among pesticide applicators and only
9 (10.47%) were found to have the family history of diabetes. Risk factors including blood pressure, smoking habit and
alcohol drinking were found to be noticeably high with 34 (33.33%), 59 (57.84%), 45 (44.12%), respectively. Conclusion:
Our study revealed that the prevalence of diabetes among OP pesticide applicators was higher. The findings of the present
study may attract the policymakers to develop a control mechanism against the pesticide-exposed rural population. The
variance is deliberated to be explainable by the subject discrepancy regarding safety practices, health background, and
nutritional status.
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1. Introduction
Diabetes is characterized by abnormal glucose metabolism, featured by decreased insulin production. In type 2
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diabetes mellitus (T2DM) reduced sensitivity to the special effects of insulin was observed1. The prevalence of
diabetes in India was estimated and it was found to be
62 million and more people are diagnosed with diabetes2.
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Diabetes is caused by multiple- risk factors like genetic
factor3 lifestyle and diet4 physical activity5, obesity6 and
environmental factor7. Current studies have recommended that chemical exposures may also contribute to
T2DM peril Organophosphates (OPs) impair glucose
metabolism in animal models and can lead to hyperglycemia8. The study aims to examine the prevalence of T2DM
among OP pesticide applicators in selected rural South
Indian population. OP pesticides inhibit both serum and
erythrocyte cholinesterase9. Poisoning can occur through
inhalation, dermal, and gastrointestinal tract. About 20%
were accidental poisoning, and suicidal is approximately
70%, with 30% of the cases are with fatal outcome10. More
studies evaluating the risk of diabetes with OP exposure
were conducted in other settings but studies related to
pesticide applicator occupation are very less. Recent studies have evidenced the pesticides exposure and risk of
diabetes. The study on self-reported diabetes and exposure to Organochlorine pesticide exposure revealed that
higher level of OC concentration had been associated
with a higher prevalence of diabetes11. This study particularly focused on the prevalence of diabetes among
farmers community to find out the basic link between
farming work and diabetes. In this view, the current study
was carried out to study the incidence of diabetes among
the pesticide applicators of the selected population.

2. Method
The study was conducted in the district of Theni, with
102 pesticide applicators. The study was started in 2017
December and completed in March 2018. At enrollment,
lifetime exposure to OP pesticides was stated by participants. All participants were informed about the purpose
of the study, and their written informed consents were
obtained.

2.1 Questionnaire Assessment
By using the relevant questionnaire, all participants were
asked about the diabetic and exposure to pesticides. It
consists of demographic profile, diabetic profile, anthropometric measurements, occupational profile, etc.

2.2 Health Assessment
All the participants were undergone for clinical examinations followed by height, weight, and BMI. BMI was
calculated as weight (Kg) divided by height (in meter
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square) and was classified according to WHO classification. Blood pressure was measured in a sitting position
and more than 120/80 mmHg considered as elevated
blood pressure.

2.3 Blood Collection
A blood sample of 2ml was collected in
Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) coated tube
from each of the participants. The refrigerated samples
were stored in -20 Celsius and shifted to a laboratory for
analysis. All the 102 samples ID were manual to avoid
personal details.

2.4 HbA1c
For all 102 participants, diabetic status was confirmed
by HbA1c analysis in whole blood by fully automated
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) using
Biorad variant II turbo NGSP certified. Diabetic was
defined as either by medication or having a history of diabetes. Clinically, A1c > 6.5% was considered as diabetic.

2.5 Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was carried by using R studio software.
Descriptive statistics were carried out for general characteristics. Chi-square test and t- statistics were followed for
further analysis and p > 0.05 was considered as significant
level with 95 % Confidence interval (CI).

3. Result
Prevalence of T2DM was found to be 39(38.24%) among
which only 9(10.47%) were found to be from the family
history of a person having diabetes. From the surveyed
population, it was found that blood pressure, smoking
habit, alcohol drinking were noticeably high with 34
(33.33%), 59(57.84%), 45(44.12%), respectively. It was
also found that among the study population cardiac problem was low 3(2.94%) and other medical illnesses were
found to be 19(18.63%) [Table1].
Among the study population cited in Table 2, it was
observed that the mean±SD of age was 45.49±8.98. On the
other hand, the year of experience in handling pesticide
among participants was found to be 18 years approximately. Table 3 shows the variables among diabetic and
non-diabetic participants. Mean age of diabetic participants was 47.44± 8.99 and non-diabetic was 44.51±8.87
and was found to be non-significant (p=0.124). Other
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variables like systolic/diastolic, blood pressure BMI and
occupational experience with pesticide application were
also found to be not statistically significant.
Table 1. Characteristics of the surveyed population
Variables

Frequency (%)

Diabetes

39(38.24%)

The family history of DM2

9(10.47%)

Blood Pressure

34(33.33%)

Alcohol drinking

59(57.84%)

Smoking habits

45(44.12%)

Tobacco chewing

4(3.92%)

Cardiac problem

3(2.94%)

Other medical illness

19(18.63%)

Table 3. Variables among diabetic and Non-diabetic

Table 2. Quantitative analysis Among Surveyed
Population

Variables

Group

Mean±SD

P.value

Age

Non-Diabetic

44.51±8.87

0.124

Diabetic

47.44±8.99

Non-Diabetic

124.85±10.99

Diabetic

127.94±12.5

Non-Diabetic

82.06±5.05

Diabetic

82.06±4.79

Year
of.experience

Non-Diabetic

17.35±9.12

Diabetic

19.97±10.43

BMI

Non-Diabetic

25.84±4.22

Diabetic

24.12±4.4

systolic

Variables

Mean±SD

Min

Max

Age(N=102)

45.49±8.98

29

65

Year of experience (N=102)

18.23±9.6

2

40

Table 4 shows that none of the risk factors other than
alcohol consumption p=(0.001) were found to be statistically significant.

4. Discussion
For the past few decades, there was a scientific link
between exposure to synthetic chemicals and a wide
variety of diseases, including endocrine disturbances,
reproductive tract disorders and neurobehavioral diseases12. In our study, the prevalence of T2DM among
occupational OP applicators in the rural population was
revealed. Environmental and occupational exposure to
pesticides is reported in human studies13. Few animal and
human studies report an association between pesticide
exposure and the development of insulin resistance and
T2DM14. In this study, the overall prevalence of diabetes
among OP pesticide applicators were 39 (38.24%) and
only 9(10.47%) were found to be from the family history
of diabetes. Similarly, a study reported the risk of diabetes
mellitus among the rural population were 24.6% in the
high pesticide exposure group7. Among DM and nonDM participants the mean age has no influential effect
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to develop diabetes. Consistently, a study conducted to
assess the risk of diabetes, revealed age in each category
was not significant (P = 0.99)1. In case of risk factors for
diabetic and non-diabetic, BMI among diabetic patients
was found to influence the risk of diabetes (P=0.063).
Few in vivo studies have reported weight gain in mice for
chlorpyrifos exposure15. In this study, the year of experience in pesticide application did not show a significant
effect in diabetes outcome (p=0.218). Study revealed that
there is no significant between the number of years using
the insecticides and diabetic outcome. (add reference)

diastolic

0.226

1
0.218
0.063

Table 4. Qualitative risk factors among Diabetic
Variables

Levels

Diabetic

P.value

Family.histroy.
of.Dm2

No

25(32.5)

0.729

Yes

4(44.4)

Blood pressure

No

22(32.4)

Yes

12(35.3)

Alcohol consumption No
Smoking habit
BMI

6(14)

Yes

28(47.5)

No

15(26.3)

Yes

19(42.2)

UnderWt

3(50)

Normal

16(35.6)

OverWt

11(32.4)

Obese

4(23.5)

0.941
0.001**
0.139
0.659

Among independent risk factors, only alcohol consumption was found to be statistically significant (p=
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0.001*). In a prospective study, they found a strong
inverse association between alcohol consumption and
risk of diabetes in cigarette smoking, alcohol abuse16. Our
result raises the question whether the occupation plays
the major role are not it may be one of the risk factors,
but other confounders also play pathogenesis in diabetes.
In agricultural occupation, the type of exposure may
vary related to their work when compared to minimal
exposure group, and pesticide applicators have more
exposure compared to other workers. In a large prospective agricultural health investigation of incident diabetes
in licensed applicators, the risk of diabetes prevalence
increased with organophosphate pesticides. There are
numerous limitations to our study. The obtained data was
skewed with higher age baseline and predominantly male
gender was observed in high exposure group. In addition,
care was taken to some extent using stratified analysis.
Unorganized age classification was also observed where
many participants age was rounded off when interviewed.
However, the study feels that this was non-differential misclassification as participants in the entire study
exhibited this behavior. It is evident that pesticides may
influence the increased risk of diabetes in these population. People in the agricultural occupation are more prone
to the harmful effects of pesticides and diabetic outcome.

5. Conclusion
Our study results show the higher risk of diabetes incidence among OP pesticide applicators. The outcomes
supported the existing literature that pesticide exposure increases the peril of diabetes. In future research
better study design and sample size will improve the
results. Results of the study may attract policymakers to
develop a control mechanism against pesticide-exposed
agricultural population. The variance is deliberated to
be understandable by the subject discrepancy regarding safety practices, health background, and nutritional
status. It is essential to note that population choice and
recall bias tend to obscure the actual relationship between
pesticides and diabetes. From these observations, it is
suggested that additional studies with more sample size
and better screening of exposure are warranted to confirm our results and to recognize the specific individual
compounds that can result in diabetes. Public institutions
should certainly address the problem, and health care
practical measures to overcome the dangerous effects of
pesticides are urgently needed.
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